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Far beyond the Glimmersea, in the land oF 

danow there are leGends oF the alFasprites.

seven sisters, their oriGins shrouded in mystery, 

who live on the eniGmatic island oF tara. 

where they come From and how lonG they have 

lived there is not known, even by the villaGe Folk 

who inhabit the island. 

like all sisters they have their squabbles and FiGhts, 

but the Few who have encountered alFasprites 

report that they are playFul, mischievous, 

impulsive, careFree and most importantly...  

have the ability to Grant wishes.
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The quiet village on the coast of the sleepy 
island of Tara has many visitors for a place 
that seems so innocuous. This is because the 
island has some very remarkable occupants - 
whose secrets draw people from around the 
world. For even the most ignorant adventurer 
hears tales of the

Hey Grunt! This 
feller here says he 
wants to see the 
AlfaSprites!

Aww, sounds 
like he’s looking 
for trouble!
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Me and Slab here are locals 
- we know a thing or two 
about the AlfaSprites!

You tell him 
Grunt!

I hear they 
grant wishes...

   Lemme tell you about the 
AlfaSprites. This island - Tara - 
used to be a paradise for them - 
they lived here with fairies and 
all manner of magical beasties.

But they wanted 
to keep it all 
for themselves!



So they were 
angry at humans 

for coming 
here?

they were happy 
to share with 
humans. At least 
that’s what I 
        heard!

Happy?! Not 
likely with the 
AlfaSprites!

You see, while people are 
here on Tara, the land 
gets less ....magical ..... and 
this means they loose 
their magic powers!

That’s why they got an ancient creature 
to build their castle -so they could 
horde all the magic for themselves in 

its heavily guarded walls. And there they 
stay - unless they walk amongst us men 

hidden from detection!



That’s not true at all! The castle is to 
protect the AlfaSprites - and to stop too many 
fortune seekers coming to request wishes from 
them. And it was built by a cheeky monkey, not some 

sort of monster!

Quiet girl! 
What would you 
know of the 
AlfaSprites?

We’re natives to the 
island. - we don’t even 
know who you are!

You don’t know half as 
much as you think!
Tell me Duncan - do you 
really want to see the 
AlfaSprites?

I really do - I have a 
wish that I dearly want 
granted.

Are you daft boy? 
They’re dangerous! 
Their wishes go 
wrong all the time!

Haven’t you 
listened to 
anything we’ve 
told you??

I don’t care! I need 
to make my wish, no 
matter what the 

cost!


